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businesses are forced to move funds from spending to debt repayment.
This forces down economic growth and reduces inflationary pressures
and long-term interest rates. ― Lacy Hunt
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TOPICS OF INTEREST
1) There’s Just TOO MUCH DEBT
2) What a Waste of a Recovery! (we wasted 8 years
on financialization)
3) The End of Easing? (Fed & Global Central Banks)
4) What of the Bull Market in Bonds?
5) Demographic Destruction
6) Historically Low Savings
7) Falling Productivity
8) Financialization of the Economy at Expense of
Real Investment
9) The Chinese Miracle. Worse than Easter Island?
10) Are we all on the Road to Japan?
11) Geopolitical Risk Pricing
12) Warning Signals - When Does the Clock Run Out and What Does It Look Like?
13) Investment Opportunities & Risk
Profiles
Decline in Productivity - Capital markets have been
incentivized to invest in firefighters instead of on the home
14) Civil War
that needs to be rebuilt. We have a market that is primed to
PHILOSOPHY OF DEBT
put out fires, but not to build homes.
In a capitalist system, my debt can be bought, Ant and the Grasshopper - It’s late into an unusually warm fall
sold and its value speculated upon. When (unusually long recovery) and we haven’t stored much wood
interest rates are lowered and policies are for the winter.
made more accommodative for credit, the No More RaRa Consumption – Consumer habits are changing
ability to take on further liabilities becomes a as a result of trends in disposable income, debt, and culture
substitute for income growth. Over time, this (mindless consumerism not as accepted or cool as it once was).
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can (and has) created inequities in the distribution of wealth, ownership, and power that would have otherwise
lead to political upheaval. Our global economy is been built on the assumption that debts will be paid. Structural
changes to the economy have occurred based on these assumptions. The 2008 crisis threatened to collapse the
illusion of debt’s immutability. It remains an illusion nonetheless. Most of the world’s wealth is built and
controlled through the construction and maintenance of a debt pyramid, itself sustained by the illusion that
most debts can and will be repaid. Full stop.
Lacy Hunt has made reference to Thomas Hobbes in support of a consumption tax. We
discussed Hobbes in our episode on Moral Economics, though our guest for that segment
(Sam Bowels) saw the views of Hobbes and Machiavelli as not having a particularly
positive impact on social change. Bowels was more in favor of the Aristotelian view, that
good laws make good citizens, and not that bad citizens can be restrained and properly
incentivized to act properly by good laws.
Dr. Hunt is an advocate for national sovereignty: It’s better to be independent
versus aligned with a globalist structure like in the EU (i.e. Britain did itself a
favor with Brexit long-term, while Greece did itself harm by staying in the EU,
according to Hunt). Q: Perhaps neither of these systems is appropriate for the
modern world? The EU is a supranational body that still organizes itself along
Westphalian lines. Q: Maybe a more decentralized world is what will emerge?
If we have war? Q: Nation states will be emboldened, but what will happen
when the war ends? Q: Can we survive a 21st century conflict?
Outside of Thomas Hobbes, Lacy Hunt is also a big fan of economist Charles P.
Kindleberger, who’s 1978 book Manias, Panics, and Crashes serves as one of
the best guideposts to understanding the role of debt in panics. Kindleberger
noted that over-indebtedness has a 3-fold impact on markets:
 “Over-trading” (term from Wealth of Nations)→ debt pushes asset
prices (i.e. real estate, commodities, stocks, etc.) to levels that is well beyond what is supported by
underlying fundamentals
 “Discredit” (also term from Wealth of Nations)→ a select few investors begin seeing the building
imbalances from the over-trading, decide to sell the assets, and pay off their loans
 “Revulsion” → analogy of a large group of people crowded in a small room, and all smell the smoke from
a fire at the same time. This is coming…
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The Federal Reserve has succeeded in boosting the stock market (up over +300% since spring of 2009), along
with other asset classes, but the “wealth effect” benefits have not materialized for the broader economy.
WORST ECONOMIC EXPANSION
This is the worst recovery/economic expansion in the postwar period, and one of the poorest since 1790. Nominal GDP
(broadest measure of economic performance) only grew by
2.9% (stall speed = economy is vulnerable to exogenous
shocks) last year in 2016. The entire expansion since 2009
has been the slowest in terms of nominal GDP growth in the
post-WWII era.
FINANCIAL ENGINEERING
The Fed’s QE program has ended up being one big green-light
market signal to business executives of Corporate America to focus on FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS (i.e. borrowing
money for buybacks/dividends/etc.) instead of REAL INVESTMENTS (i.e. PPE – Property, Plant, Equipment, etc.)
Knowing the Fed will forcibly maintain record low interest rates, corporations have been incentivized to borrow
and buy back stock and financially engineer corporate earnings. Beating earnings is good for CEO’s who are
compensated on earnings per share. Taking out corporate debt to buy back the company’s own shares reduces
the # of shares on the market (driving ↑ EPS) and drives up the price per-share (the company’s own demand,
but more importantly, the pile-on effect of speculators who are
looking to front run future buy-backs). Q: How does the
financialization of corporate earnings growth compare to the
mortgage refinancing and asset price inflation of the mortgage
bubble in 2006-7?
Last year (2016), business debt (i.e. FINANCIAL INVESTMENT)
increased by $700B with business debt/GDP setting a new alltime peak, while business investment (i.e. REAL INVESTMENT)
in plant, equipment, and inventories fell by over $20B. Real
investment is what grows an economy in the long-term.
Drop in productivity - the last 6 years, our productivity has only risen about 0.5% per year (worst on record for
any 6-year period)
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Historically Low Savings
December 2016 → Personal Savings Rate was 5.4% vs. long-term average (since 1800) of 8.5%
5.4% savings rate = same rate that we had when we
entered the Great Depression, post-war recession
in early 1980’s, and 2007-2008 Financial Crisis.
Perhaps more importantly, almost all of the savings
is made up of the top quintile, and if you strip out
top two quintiles, our savings rate is probably
negative.
The End of Easing → The Fed’s Tightening Cycle
Crusade
Since 1915, we’ve had eighteen recessions, out of
which seventeen (the recession that came after the
end of WWII is the only exception) were preceded by monetary tightening. We are tightening again, but unlike
the last recessions, we are going to enter this one with a smaller supply of savings and a higher amount of
debt. #nobueno
Bad Omens…
Historically Long Expansion - We are currently in 90th month of this expansion. Most expansions have historically
topped out at about 60 months.
Pent-up Demand Exhaustion - (consider automobile sales, apartment construction, retail/office property
construction, etc.)
Money Supply Growth Declining - Rate of growth in the money supply is declining.
• Last year in 2016, M2
growth was 6.9%, is
now currently below
6.0%, and headed
even lower
• Excess reserves in the
banking system have
been cut by 25% from
$2.8 Trillion to $2.0
Trillion
Anemic Bank Lending - (all
major categories of lending
are slowing: business loans,
consumer loans, real estate
loans, etc.)
In 2016, bank loans were
growing by about 10% per
annum. In 2017, bank loans
are down to only about 2%
rate of growth
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Money Velocity - Rate of decline has accelerated
• Interest costs have gone up which slashes
demand
• Yet, incredibly today, the U.S. banking
system has about $2tn in excess reserves
actually ready to be deployed for lending in
the economy – Q: why aren’t these funds
being deployed into real economy?
• The “Liquidity Coverage Ratio” from DoddFrank legislation demands that banks MUST
have cash and other liquid instruments on
hand equal to what would be needed in
covering stress-test cash outflows.
• Essentially, these excess reserves that could
be lent out are actually not deployable
• When the Fed began rate hikes in December
2015, the Long Bond (30-year) was above
3.00%, and now its moved lower to around
2.80%
Real Disposable Income Growth (DPI) - In the past
five years real disposable income growth (DPI) has
averaged a disappointing 2%. Real DPI has been flat
over the last three months and has risen only 1.2%
over the past year. On a per capita basis over the
past year, the growth rate is one-half of 1%, which
is one-quarter of the historic growth rate. In
nominal dollar terms, DPI has risen a paltry 2.7% over the past year. Consumer spending, in contrast, has risen
much faster over the past year, growing by 3.9%. (i.e. consumers stepped up their borrowing and significantly
reduced their savings.)
You Break It, You Buy It (The Yield Curve)
We’re seeing a flattening of the yield curve (i.e.
short-term rates moving higher via the Fed Funds
rate, while longer-dated bond yields like the 10yr
and 30yr moving lower).
• Yield Curve Flattening → 5/30 year spreads
and 2/10 year spreads at 5-year lows (i.e.
flattening)
 Short end of the curve rising faster
than long end
 A steep curve = incitement of credit
creation (positive)
 A flat (or negatively sloped) curve =
strangles credit formation (negative)
 Hurts banks, insurance companies, etc. tied to making money off of interest rates
 The Fed has very little control over the yield curve despite their attempts to control it
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Two-year Treasury note vs. 10-year Treasury
note (2-10 spread) – the difference in yields
between short and long-term bonds is at its
lowest point in a decade, which is indicative of
the tail-end of an economic expansion. The 10year yield dropped to a 2017 low of 2.05% in
early September, but has since recovered to a
mid-point of a 5-year range of 1.50%-3.00%.
Inflation/elevated interest rate environment hit
its absolute peak in 1981 (long-term treasuries
were in the mid-teens, short-term treasuries
were even higher, and mortgage rates were
18%). Even since then (36 years and counting), we’ve been in a falling interest rate environment, with the 10year hitting an all-time low of 1.37% just last year in July 2016. Right now, we’re currently up roughly 100 basis
points to now 2.31% (November, 2017) BIG QUESTION: Q: Is this 100-basis move higher just another “head
fake,” or is the bull market in bonds finally over? Possibly the most important financial question of our time.
(Lacy thinks it’s just another head fake, Q: but what if governments intervene to restructure debt markets?)
While Lacy may think that the move higher is transitory, a 100-basis point move higher in LT yields can be very
harmful to an economy like ours that is so heavily indebted (both privately, as well as publicly).
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Just some facts…
 Total U.S. indebtedness is around $70 TRILLION now (and that doesn’t even include unfunded liabilities
/ leases)
 $20TN of this $70TN reprices (100 basis points higher) within the next two years → interest expense
alone will cost American taxpayers an additional $200BN, from a U.S. economy that is growing at roughly
$500B each year.
 Our over indebtedness inevitably truncates real economic growth. Q: Is this Japan all over again?
 Interest rates moving higher (particularly with mixed periods of a strong dollar which we saw in 2016)
will absolutely destroy any hope of real sustainable economic growth pulling the U.S. out of the hole it’s
in → because there’s simply too much debt (interest payments alone end up consuming everything).
There’s Just TOO MUCH DEBT – What does this Debt Problem Look Like?
We’re more indebted now than ever before (both here in the U.S. and the rest of the world)
 In the U.S., we have extreme over-indebtedness in the 4 critical non-financial sectors (U.S. federal
government, State/Local government, Business, and Household sectors)
 Q: How do we know it’s really over-indebtedness? The numbers below paint the picture:
o 1952-1999: $1.70 of debt generated $1.00 of GDP
o 2000-2015: $3.30 of debt generated $1.00 of GDP
o 2016-present: It now takes $5.00 of new debt to generate $1.00 of GDP
***During this time frame, debt is up roughly $3 Trillion with GDP up only ~$500 Billion!
o Weak economic conditions in the U.S. and elsewhere reflect the fact we’re over-indebted (very
fragile in Europe, Japan, Emerging Markets, etc.)
o Over indebtedness has undermined our productivity (no willingness to invest in plant,
equipment, etc.)
o Over indebtedness and underperformance have undermined our DEMOGRAPHICS
o For Yellen and the Fed, these are economic headwinds: deterioration of demographics, declining
productivity, lack of investment. For Lacy, these are actually the SYMPTOMS of OVERINDEBTEDNESS
DEMOGRAPHIC DESTRUCTION
We’ve got too much debt → Economy can’t grow → Can’t afford higher interest rate environment → Incomes
Fall and Standard of Living deteriorates → Demographics deteriorate (zero population growth). Weakness in
demographics reflects prolonged weakness in economic growth, and yet, we can’t grow populations indefinitely.
 One of the most important economic barometers (Disposable Per Capita Income After Inflation) has risen
only about 1% over the last 10 years, which is about half of what the U.S. experienced at end of WW2.
(this doesn’t begin to capture the real picture – this is an average number. We live in a time of binary
wealth distribution)
 Since the 1970’s in the U.S., low fertility rates are exacerbating economic weakness. Fertility rate of
women in the 15-44 age group → now the lowest on record
 Last year, US population growth was only 0.7% - the slowest growth since 1936 (does not capture
immigration). The population in the U.S. is now the oldest in its history.
 In comparison, Japan, too, is selling more diapers to the elderly than to babies! Massive population
decline in Japan (40 years ago, Japanese population growth was higher than in the U.S.)
 The U.S. is confronted with a complete “baby bust” and “household formation bust”
 Older economies with fewer babies, less increase in population, less disposable income make economic
growth potentialities much less than in high-demographic economies.
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Fertility Rate Births per 1000
women,
categorized
according to a
specific
composition of
mothers in the
population:
(1)
Crude
birth rate:
number of live
births per 1000
of population
(2)
General fertility
rate: number of
live births per
1000 women
between the
ages of 15 and
44 years.

THE END GAME - When Does the Clock Run Out and What Does It Look Like?
Q: At what point does the clock run out for the U.S.? Q: When does our massive over-indebtedness result in
a repricing of sovereign credit risk? Despite
our serious problems, Lacy notes that most
of the rest of the developed world is actually
worse.
 U.S. public/private debt is about
370% of GDP
 China public/private debt/GDP is
just now overtaking the U.S.
 Europe/U.K. public/private debt is
about 470% of GDP
 Japan public/private debt is about
625% of GDP
*This offers a partial explanation for
why the USD has remained relatively
strong despite the hand-wringing of
dollar bears.
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OK – But, then WHAT DOES THE END GAME LOOK LIKE?
Lacy/Hoisington follow McKinsey Global Institute research with respect to answering a question like this on the
debt end-game:
 The end-game, according to McKinsey, can take one or more of the following forms:
 Currency Devaluation (Q: perhaps a global debt restructuring?)
 Austerity (Induce Savings)
 Take No Action → Debt eventually “Burns Itself Out” and Market “Self-Corrects”
 Be Japan → Take “Heroic” Action with Even More Debt (pure monetary stimulus)
 Complete Collapse (i.e. Roman Empire, etc.)
In their 2010 study, McKinsey looked at 32 countries from 1900-2000 that became extremely over indebted,
faced a crisis, and eventually came to a resolution. E
 Eight countries were insignificant, small economies that turned to currency depreciation (but, did not
occur simultaneously like we see now in global currency wars)
 Twenty-four advanced countries/economies had to turn to
austerity (i.e. significant multi-year rise in the savings rate)
 In WW2, the U.S. has a major surge in exports, mandatory rationing,
and the savings rate jumped up → so, the debt got paid off
 In some select cases, countries/economies just let the debt “burn
itself out” – i.e. country takes no action, but in doing so – does not
take on more debt!
 Panic of 1838 in U.S. (brought on by too much debt from steam ship lines, early canals, etc.). The U.S.
government did nothing, and we suffered a with deflation for about 11 years, and then we found GOLD.
 During the Panic of 1873 (brought on by too much railroad debt) the U.S. government did nothing, and
we suffered with deflation for about 15-20 years, but then the entire market self-corrected. This was a
very fortuitous circumstance to come along and bail us out
 Lacy admits this is very difficult to envision now because it would have to be MAJOR gift (like gold again)
and/or a technological advancement to come and bail us out again → and on top of that, it WOULD
HAVE TO BE accompanied with reduced spending overall (which is not likely).
 Then, there’s the example of Japan: “heroic” efforts (i.e. digging the hole deeper and deeper with ever
more debt).
 Lastly, there are many examples of: Complete Empire Collapses (Roman Empire, Mesopotamia, British
Empire, Bourbons of France, etc.)
While Lacy actually has a reasonable solution in mind
(namely, a consumption tax to replace income tax),
he believes that the most likely outcome for the U.S.
is → We’re going to be Japan all over again → We
should expect decades ahead of stagnant growth.
We’re trying to solve the problem by mistakenly
taking on more debt (i.e. Japan)
“We have always found, where a government
has mortgaged all its revenues, that it necessarily
sinks into a state of languor, inactivity, and
impotence.” – David Hume
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DE-DOLLARIZATION TREND
We’ve had guests on in the past talking about preparing for this “end-game” by moving out of and away from
the dollar (i.e. preparing for the next global monetary system).
Timeline of Monetary Systems (~100 Years):
▪ 1914 – End of the Classic Gold Standard
▪ 1944 – Creation of Bretton Woods
▪ 1971/73 – Nixon, Gold, End of Bretton Woods
▪ 1973- King Dollar (Petrodollar) Period
▪ 2018 – End of the Petrodollar? The SDR global reserve?
The Ongoing “De-Dollarization” Trend. Q: How significant is it? Q: Is it more hype than reality?
o Russia and China moving quickly towards complete independence from Western economies
o Increasing rate of purely bilateral economic and trade agreements between Russia and China (as
well as members of BRICS & EM)
o Moscow And Beijing Join Forces To Bypass US Dollar In Global Markets, Shift To Gold Trade
o China just created a yuan-priced oil contract that is immediately convertible into gold
Q: What is the significance of this move out of the dollar? Q: What effect might it have (and over what timeline)
on the post-WWII ordered global financial system, western liabilities, and American deficit financing? Q: What
about global growth rates?
***Lacy notes that the notion of de-dollarization may, in fact, happen
in the future, but not anytime soon BECAUSE THE WHOLE WORLD IS
COMPLETELY ENGULFED IN DEBT (there is no clean balance sheet).
Just a reminder…
Europe total debt = 470% of GDP
U.S. total debt = 373% of GDP
China total debt = 390% of GDP
Russia has more total debt/GDP than the U.S.
Japan total debt = 590% of GDP
Lacy also makes an interesting counter-argument against the
inevitability of “De-Dollarization” based on the reality that in a world
engulfed by over-indebtedness, the volume of world trade vanishes
→ Q: So essentially, who cares about de-dollarization when there is
so little world trade? Q: How is Dr. Hunt formulating his view that
over-indebtedness leads to a diminution of world trade?
Currently, world trade is stagnating → volume of world trade
(stripping out price changes) is just barely positive over the last 12 months vs. the long-term average rate of
growth around 5% → ?
Eventually, this phenomenon feeds on itself because it ignites currency wars where countries devalue their
currencies in order to steal growth from others, which then creates even further constraint among trading
partners.
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CHINA
Q: How does China factor into the global over-indebtedness problem? While Lacy acknowledges that the
economic numbers out of China are not as reliable as those of Western nations, he views the capital outflow of
the yuan out of China as very telling. Q: What is the condition of the Yuan? Q: Does it have the stability to replace
compete legitimately with the dollar as a global medium of exchange in the foreseeable future?
Q: Is it possible that we may be missing the bigger picture with
China? There are many Chinese who seem to think so. We judge
China’s credit fueled expansion on neo-liberal terms, but might
this be causing us to lose site of a longer end-game where these
investments actually make sense?
Q: What is the role to be played by China’s emerging middle
class (already around 300-500mn ppl vs. total US population of
320mn ppl – estimated to grow by 20-50mn every year)? Q: Is
this a net positive or net negative? Q: Political Stability vs.
Growth in an Age of Automation?
*** The Chinese have solid savings habits and are now unleashing
consumption power (spending on housing, healthcare,
education, shopping, etc.)
*** There is potential for more household formation in China (2child policy now) → massive driver of consumption growth
➢ Since 2000, average urban household income has
increased more than 6 times, while average rural income
also quadrupled
➢ During the period, the percentage of urban population
more than doubled to over 50%.
➢ The number of Chinese travelling abroad increased 10 times to 125 million per year.
➢ Over 500,000 students are going overseas to study every year, with 80% of them returning to China after
their studies.
➢ This contrasts sharply with twenty years ago when less than 25,000 per year would be going abroad to
study and less than 10% would be returning.
There was negligible Chinese investment abroad in 2000, but last year, the total had reached over $150 billion
and climbing at a 15-20% annual rate.
Along with the BRICS countries, China makes up half
of the world’s population. Implication: a thriving
alliance of these countries would not need Western
institutions and markets (at some time in the
future).
Q: While capital flight is a red flag, isn’t China
making some moves to counterbalance this by now
allowing foreign capital to enter their markets?
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TRUMP
Lacy believes even a massive tax cut will not be enough (and will not come quickly enough because of policy lag
time) – the debt burden will simply just engulf any potential benefits from tax cuts.
Unlike now with Trump, Reagan pushed tax cuts at the beginning of an expansionary cycle. Trump is about to
push tax cuts at the end of an expansionary cycle → pent up demand is completely exhausted (Automobile,
apartment, capital spending, etc. markets all topping out now)
Tax cuts and other types of positive measures WILL NOT produce the same
benefits as they did under Reagan years (early 1980’s) or even G.W.
Bush (early 2000’s)
• During Reagan years, Federal debt was only 31% of GDP
• During G.W. Bush years, Federal debt was only about 57% of
GDP
And…Today:
• Federal debt is 105% of GDP
• Our demographics pale in comparison to Reagan/Bush era
• Trump tax reduction could potentially have some marginal benefit, BUT ONLY if they were matched with
significant government spending reductions, WHICH IS NOT GOING TO HAPPEN
• Our monetary policy is tightening during Trump proposals (not easing, like under Reagan/Bush)
• Any tax cuts will not work if they’re orchestrated by more debt financing.
Lacy has another interesting thought with respect to any “positive” Trump action → people fail to realize that
we’re all connected now to this stagnant economy/global debt ticking time bomb. → If Trump is successful in
somehow stimulating real economic growth here in the U.S., we have no idea how the rest of the world will
respond/retaliate (i.e. Nash equilibrium)
Ultimately, any real benefits in the U.S. may end up being quite muted given
the response of rest of the world – they’re not going to just let Trump go
“MAGA” while they go down the tubes – it doesn’t work like that.
FEDERAL RESERVE
Q: How will a Trump-led Federal Reserve impact the economy, debt
levels, etc.?
Q: Will a Fed under newly elect Chairman Powell serve the Trump
administration, and if so, what does that mean? Q: Are we returning to
the years when the Federal Reserve was more political than it was during
the heyday of Greenspan? ***Powell has the reputation of being a dove.
Q: What can we decipher from recent exits of members at the Fed? It was just announced this past week that
NY Fed President, William Dudley is stepping down in mid-2018 (about six months before his term is up). ***This
comes after Daniel Tarullo resigned and Vice Chair Stanley Fischer resigned.
Q: How do we interpret what the Fed is trying to do with its tightening policy? Q: Are they tightening just so
that they can reload the gun and loosen monetary policy when the next crisis hits?
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The data (particularly the inflation data – PCE?) has been going against the Fed of late. Q: Will this curtail their
ability to continue to raise?
Q: Can you talk a bit about money velocity?
Lacey notes that over-indebtedness leads
to further downward pressure on velocity
of money. Q: Is there no way to ignite
velocity by the Fed?
Lacy has mentioned he’s totally opposed
to the Fed’s dual mandate of focusing
entirely on unemployment and inflation.
Lacy insists that he’d rather see the Fed
focus on stability.
Q: But can the Federal Reserve actually
create more stability through OMO than it
would by simply function as only a lender
of last resort, a clearing house, a seasonal
liquidity provider, and nothing more?
FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS
Q: The Fed may be tightening into increased economic weakness in the U.S. – but what about other developed
economy central banks? Q: What are your thoughts on recent moves by the ECB and the BOE?
 ECB - announced that it would cut bond purchases from 60 billion euros per month to 30 billion euros
for the first nine months of 2018, in-line with market expectations. Yet…ECB is still dovish - in postmeeting remarks, ECB President Mario Draghi signaled to markets that bond purchases (and thus
monetary stimulus) was likely to continue after the nine-month period was up. The ECB also reserved
the right to increase these purchases if conditions warrant. The dovish bias of these comments was a
tailwind for fixed income, sending yields falling in Europe.
 BOE – also pulled off hawkish action with dovish undertones in late October. Facing rising inflation due
to a weak pound but tepid growth, the BOE felt obligated to hike its benchmark short-term interest rate
for the first time since 2007.
While the hike in a vacuum may
have sent rates higher, the
dovish
commentary
that
accompanied it actually sent
rates lower. The BOE essentially
said that it may hike rates just
two more times over the next
three years, a slower pace than
was anticipated by markets. So,
despite hiking interest rates,
U.K. government yields fell
across the entire yield curve →
i.e. a "dovish hike”
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Q: Are there any bright spots out there in central banking? Switzerland?
The Swiss National Bank Now Owns A Record $88 Billion In US Stocks.
 SNB acting like a hedge fund
 Has been on an aggressive buying spree of US stocks
 Following record purchases in the first quarter, the central bank boosted its total holdings of US stocks
to an all-time high $87.8 billion, up 4.2% or $3.5 billion from the $84.3 billion at the end of the first
quarter.
 Instead of sitting on mountains of debt, is the SNB piling on assets?
WARNING SIGNS
One particular bond story that is beginning to catch a bit of momentum very recently is the decline in the junk
bond market:
 Are High-Yield Bonds the Canary in the Coal Mine?
 Is The Junk Bond Bubble Bursting Before Your Very Eyes?
Background: A no volatility environment and search for yield have been supporting high-yield bonds over last
couple years, but:
 Junk bonds have been rolling over the last couple weeks with iShares High Yield (HYG) closing below its
50-day moving average for
the first time since August.
 (JNK) ETF down six days in
a row (falling below 200day moving average),
closing near its sevenmonth low, while the S&P
500 is up five of last six
days, closing at an all-time
high.
 Q: What does Dr. Hunt
think of this move? Q: Is it
transitory? Q: Is it a market
warning (i.e. “canary in the
coal mine”) that a longdelayed and badly needed
market correction could be
underway?
WHAT ABOUT JAPAN?
Q: Because Japan appears to be the worst off with respect to debt, should we be watching the Japanese markets
for “end-game” signals? Q: What are you looking for in Japan? Q: How much attention are you paying to the
Japanese market?
- The Nikkei 225 has been on an absolute tear – reaching its highest levels since 1998
o However, just experienced a momentary “flash-crash” of sorts, plunging nearly -4% in an
afternoon (but recouped most of its losses).
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GEOPOLITICS
Q: How do you go about pricing the risk
of war into your models? We are all
trying to get some grasp of the
diplomatic crisis with North Korea. Q:
How would someone hedge against the
complex set of outcomes that actual
conflict – war – would create?
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Q: What investment opportunities have
you identified? Q: How do you invest if
you want to take on risk? Q: How would
you invest if you want to hedge? Gold?
Land (where?)? Equities? Bonds?
o Gold has been an absolute dead market for the last 5 years since falling nearly ~50% from its
meteoric rise to ~$1,900/ounce in 2011.
o Gold, however, has been showing some signs of life again in 2017 – one of the best performing
asset classes YTD, up +11%.
o Has been grinding higher (up about $200/ounce since its lows in December 2015)
o Albeit, showing some life on geopolitical headlines (i.e. North Korea)
Q: How does one position
oneself for the eventual
correction? Q: What signs
are you looking for? Q:
How are you playing it? Q:
What might it look like? Q:
When will it happen? Q:
Will the market reaction
be similar to what we’ve
seen in the past (i.e. will
the dollar and US treasury
market, once again, get its
safe haven bid)?
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